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An unrivalled ski holiday at the Golden Energy Mountain! Active winter 

enthusiasts, culinary fans looking for new highlights and boho chic types 

with an eye for beauty: They all make the pilgrimage to Oberlech in win-

ter. To relax and recharge. 

 

Unforgettable days on the slopes & harmo-

nious boho whispers  
 

And smiling down at you, the 2362 metre high Rüfikopf, glistening especially beau-

tifully in the sun at the coldest time of year. If you spend your winter holiday in 

Lech, this and the other beautiful white peaks characterize the landscape. As a 

winter sports Mecca, the mountainous region is the ideal place for plenty of fun on 

and off the slopes. Just step out the door of the Hotel Goldener Berg in Oberlech 

and you will find yourself in the midst of a winter wonderland and on the slopes. 

Without a car, with guaranteed snow. The airy heights make it possible! And when 

you return to Daniela Pfefferkorn’s hotel, the enjoyment is just starting. 

 

Turmeric hot chocolate in front of the fireplace. Relaxing in the Alpine Spa. 

Yoga with a view.   

Under the motto "Me Treat Deluxe”, Daniela Pfefferkorn receives  guests here in 

her hotel with offers that certainly ensure that you leave behind everyday life at 

home  during your stay. Attractive rooms, lofts and panoramic suites in the boho 

style become a protective retreat for beneficial sleep and plenty of peace and quiet. 

The Alpine Spa lures you in with a broad range of treatments, warm ripples and a 

breath-taking panorama. Because Daniela Pfefferkorn's approach has always been 

holistic, you can pamper your spirit here as well as your body: Professional coaches 

and therapists, and even the hotelier herself who is a certified energy medicine 

practitioner are available for treatments and sessions. Finally, fans of the culinary 

arts will find their personal “high” in the gourmet hotel: The head chef conjures up 

his refined creations: classic, alkaline-based, ketogenic, vegan or vegetarian. The 
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concept is called “plant based alpine cuisine”, and leaves nothing to be desired. 

Three toques and one of the largest wine cellars in the state say it all. 

 

Good feeling - good conscience 

Mindfulness for the body, spirit and also the environment come first in this hotel. 

It is just this attitude, in connection with a long list of environmentally-friendly 

measures, that have recently earned the hotel the well-deserved EU ECO Label 

and the Austrian Environmental Seal! Oh yes, the winter holiday at the Goldener 

Berg offers just something more. 

 

 

Hotel Contact: 

Hotel Goldener Berg 

Oberlech 117 

A-6764 Lech am Arlberg 

Tel. +43 (0) 5583/22050 

happy@goldenerberg.at | www.goldenerberg.at 
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